EMPOWER YOUR BUSINESS. PROTECT YOUR DATA.

A server will greatly enhance your productivity and growth.

SERVERS SET YOU UP FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS

A more efficient workflow and more productive staff, all through a highly secure infrastructure. Your first PowerEdge server is the critical investment that can propel your company forward.

Start laying a foundation for your business now and in the future if:

- You need to share information or software with two or more employees.
- Employees or clients access common resources and applications.
- Your apps and software require a lot of processing power or generate a lot of data.
- You handle sensitive data.
- You host a web server.
GREAT PERFORMANCE. MAXIMUM VERSATILITY.
- Share and access information and resources anywhere at any time.
- Store your most important items to free up storage on individual PCs.
- Configure to arrange and manage network resources.

KEEP YOUR DATA SECURE
- Control who has access to what data.
- Manage and secure everything from one location.
- Work from anywhere with safe, remote access to software applications and files.

COMPLEX IT MADE SIMPLE
- Update every computer on your network at once.
- Streamline proactive maintenance tasks across your network.
- Create a backup of your files from a central location.

BUILT FOR FUTURE GROWTH
- Scalable servers mean they grow as you grow.
- Seamlessly keep your IT infrastructure up to date.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW IS A SERVER DIFFERENT FROM A DESKTOP?
- Multiple processors and more cache allow faster file access
- Mirrored hard drives recover data if any one drive fails
- Multiple power supplies keep servers running if one supply fails
- Minimize downtime with servers built to run 24x7

WHAT KEY CONSIDERATIONS WILL IMPACT A SERVER CHOICE?
Connecting more people, enabling remote access and storing more data means you need more processing power, memory and hard drive space.

MY BUSINESS IS PRIMED FOR GROWTH. WHAT IS THE BEST OPTION?
Consider a rack server, which lets you easily add additional servers in a compact form factor as you grow.

WHY NOT JUST USE A CLOUD SERVICE?
For many tasks, especially predictable ones, running them on a server can cost less than public cloud. Public clouds add flexibility and may work well for unpredictable workloads. A Small Business Technology Advisor can help you determine the right solution for your business - server, cloud or a hybrid approach.
LET’S TEAM UP AND GET MORE DONE

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

IMPLEMENTATION THE EASY WAY
With Dell ProDeploy, Dell Experts can help you install and set up your new server and/or network while integrating it with your existing systems.

ALL BUSINESS. NO DOWNTIME.
ProSupport Plus ensures 24x7 access to ProSupport engineers along with automated proactive and predictive service enabled by SupportAssist. Our personalized service and preventative measures help you get ahead of problems before they happen.

ProSupport Plus with SupportAssist resolves server issues up to 72% faster◊

Deliver results with easy financing. Enjoy financing options that don’t slow down the speed of doing business.** Visit Dell.com/sb/financing

SPEAK WITH AN ADVISOR TODAY
877-BUY-DELL

SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY ADVISORS
Enjoy a dedicated one-on-one partnership that’s always ready with the right advice tailored to your small business. When you call 1-877-BUY-DELL, our pros will provide recommendations on the right server, networking, storage and infrastructure for your needs, ensuring you get future-proof technology that grows with your company.

When a customer wants security, remote access and storage, it doesn’t need to be a huge server farm. I can explain the benefits of a single server in a way that’s relevant to their business.

-Lianne Minto, Small Business Technology Advisor
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